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RESUMO

Usando o software OpenFOAM para realizar simulações numéricas, é possível estudar um

escoamento turbulento ao redor de um cilindro elíptico em rotação com umnúmero de Reynolds fixo

de 5000, variando a razão de aspecto de 1 a 0,25. Em simulações com o cilindro elíptico rotativo em

2D, é necessário usar uma malha dinâmica, portanto, é necessário criar uma zona de célula e

defletores (para permitir que seja possível definir as condições de contorno nas faces da região) para

a zona rotativa, a fim de ter uma Interface de Malha Arbitrária (AMI) permitindo definir que a malha

representada pela zona rotativa será capaz de se mover livremente e, ao mesmo tempo, se comunicar

com o resto do domínio. O modelo de turbulência escolhido é k-omega SST. O solver escolhido foi o

PIMPLE (pimpleFoam). As equações de momento foram resolvidas usando o método de segunda

ordem upwind (linearUpwindV grad(U)). Para uma discretização temporal de um método implícito

de primeira ordem, foi escolhido o Euler. Foi usado um TimeStep variável a fim de manter o número

de Courant abaixo de 0,5. A razão de velocidade do cilindro, que se encontra no intervalo de 0 < a <

3, induz uma mudança na distribuição das linhas de pressão e no ponto de estagnação, devido ao

movimento de rotação em corpos simétricos, surge a força de sustentação, também conhecida como

efeito Magnus. Em resultados preliminares, é possível observar um comportamento periódico, com

valor máximo e mínimo tanto paraa força de sustentação quanto para a força de arrasto. Compreender

esse fenómeno periódico da força de arrasto e da força de sustentação, estudando os valores da relação

cl / cd (coeficiente de sustentação dividido pelo coeficiente de arrasto) e conhecendo a influência da

razão de velocidade nas forças aerodinâmicas do cilindro, é importante na análise de viabilidade da

aplicação do efeito Magnus em projetos de engenharia.

Palavras-chave: Cilindro Rotativo, Efeito Magnus, Re=5000, Simulação Computacional.



ABSTRACT

Using OpenFOAM software to carry out numerical simulations, it is possible to study a

turbulent flow around a rotating elliptical cylinder with a fixed Reynolds number of 5000, varying

the aspect ratio from 1 to 0.25. In simulations with the rotational elliptical cylinder in 2D, it is

necessary to use a dynamic mesh, therefore, it is necessary to create a cell zone and baffles (to allow

it to be possible to define the boundary conditions on the faces of the region) for the rotating zone, in

order to have an Arbitrary Mesh Interface (AMI) allowing to define that the mesh represented by the

rotating zone will be able to move freely and at the same time communicate with the rest of the

domain. The chosen turbulence model is k-omega SST. The solver chosen was PIMPLE

(pimpleFoam). The moment equations were solved using the second order upwind method

(linearUpwindV grad(U)). For a temporal discretization of an implicit first order method, it was

chosen (Euler). A changeable TimeStep was usedto keep the Courant number below 0.5. The velocity

ratio of the cylinder,what is inthe range of 0 <a<3, it induces a change inthe distributionofpressure

lines and at the point of stagnation, due to rotational movement in symmetrical bodies arises the lift

force in also known as Magnus effect. In preliminary results it is possible to observe a periodic

behavior, with maximum and minimum value for both lift force and drag force. Understanding this

periodic phenomenon of the drag force and the lift force, study the values of relation cl / cd (lift

coefficient divided by the drag coefficient) and knowing the influence of the velocity ratio in the

cylinder aerodynamic forces is important in the feasibility analysis of the application of the Magnus

effect in the engineering projects.

Keywords: Computational simulations, Magnus Effect, Re=5000, Rotating cylinder.
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Abstract. Using OpenFOAMsoftware to carry out numericalsimulations, it ispossible to study a turbulentflow around
a rotatingellipticalcylinder with afixedReynolds numberof5000, varying the aspect ratiofrom 1to 0.25. Insimulations
with the rotational elliptical cylinder in 2D, it is necessary to use a dynamic mesh, therefore, it is necessary to create a
cell zone and baffles (to allow it to be possible to define the boundary conditions on the faces of the region) for the
rotatingzone, in order to have an Arbitrary Mesh Interface (AMI) allowing to define that the mesh represented by the
rotating zone will be able to movefreely and at the same time communicate with the rest of the domain. The chosen
turbulence model is k-omega SST. The solver chosen was PIMPLE (pimpleFoarn). The moment equations were solved
using the secondorder upwindmethod(linearUpwindVgrad(U)). For a temporal discretization ofan implicit first order
method, it was chosen (Euler). A changeable TimeStep was used to keep the Courant number below 0.5. The velocity
ratio ofthe cylinder, what is in the range of'O <a<3, it induces a change in the distribution ofpressure lines and at the
point ofstagnation, due to rotational movement in symmetrical bodies arises the lift force in also known as Magnus
effect. Inpreliminary results it is possible to observe a periodic behavior, with maximum and minimum valuefor both
liftforce and dragforce. Understanding this periodic phenomenon of the dragforce and the liftforce, study the values
of relation cl/ cd (lift coefficient divided by the drag coefficient) and knowing the influence of the velocity ratio in the
cylinder aerodynamic forces is important in the feasibility analysis of the application of the Magnus effect in the
engineeringprojects.

Keywords: Magnus Effect, Computationalsimulations, Re=5000, Rotatingcylinder.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is common knowledge that conventional aerodynamic bodies have active forces present as shown in "Fig.1",
disturbances can be easily observed by analyzing the streamlines that are formed by the flow.

Thrust

Weight

Figure 1.Aerodinamic forces -National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Avaliable from: https://www.grc.nasa.govAVWW/k-12/VirtualAero/BottleRocket/airplane/smotion.html

Inflow, when the rotational velocity is added ina symmetrical body, it causes some regions of low and highpressure,
which causes a change in the trajectory of a given body when it is immersed in a fluid. This is the Magnus Effect, a
hydrodynamic phenomenon discoveredby the scientist HeinrichGustav Magnus (1802-1880), the first to study the effect
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of lift on rotating bodies. We can clearly see in "Fig.2" how this phenomenon occurs, when the cylinder is rotating
counterclockwise, the current lines in the region are compressed more aggressively than in the upper area, and in this
way, it ends up generating a force of negative lift which is the objective of this numerical study.

Figure 2. Streamlines from Magnus Effect - Cross apudBrown (1971,1982)
Avaliable from: http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/~cross/TRAJECTORIES/Fluidflow%20Photos.pdf

The Magnus Effect is also present in sports such as tennis with a movement called slice, and has recently been used
inwind turbine assemblies, as studied by"Jinbo et al. (2016) ",which provedthis improvement inthe use ofwind systems.
Intheory, the analysis ofthis type of experiment requires an apparatus with a certain complexity, such as the wind tunnel,
with all the equipment to visualize the flow, which would have a high cost in temis of energy use in the purchase of
equipment to improve the wind tunnel.

Some software is able to simulate the same flow, these are called CFD software (Computational Fluid Dynamics).
The one used in this case was OpenFOAM ®, a widely used and free platfomi that makes possible the dynamics of
interaction with graphical interfaces inorder to facilitate the meshingprocess, and also the configurationof the simulation
and the analysis of the results since the system it has an organization based on the system of files and folders as shown in
"Fig.3".

constant

simulation

simulation.foam

system

blockMeshDict controlDict
extrudeMeshDict fvSchemes

snappyHexMeshDict
surfaceFeatureExtractDict

dynamicMeshDict
transportProperties

turbulenceProperties

p, U, k-omega ,nut

polyMesh

Figure 3. OpenFOAM ® system of files

2. MATHEMATICAL AND NUMR1CAL MODELING

2.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are employed as the governing equations. The Navier-
Stokes final equationsconsidering the coordinate direction z = 0 are as follows:
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dn s ,_, 1 ,_,
— + (u.V).u = -Vp +—V.m (1)

V. u = 0 (2)

So, in the "Eq. (1)", urepresent the dimensionless velocity vector normalizedby the velocity IE., t = t* U,/D.p is the
dimensionless pressure normalizedby pU2,, Re=UM*D/v is the Reynolds number,p is the fluiddensity, Dis the diameter
of the cylinder and V is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. And the "Eq. (2)" represent the continuous equation simplified
from the incompressible fluid.

For this simulation we use an Open-source Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM ®) ver8.0 software, the
physics considerations were pre-definedand remain fixed for all simulations, as shown in "Tab.1" and "Tab.2". To carry
out this work, five different simulations were performed where only the number of mesh cells was changed.

Table 1. Pre-defined physical considerations

Characteristic Length (m) 0.05
Reynolds number 5000
Kinematic air viscosity, sea level at 20°C 1.51E-05
Velocity ratio a 0.5
Specific weight of air, sea level at 20°C (kg/m3) 1.225
Ambient air velocity at the fluid domain inlet (m/s) 1.562
Cylinder rotation velocity (rad/s) co 1.208

Table 2. Simulation Parameter

Courant 0.5
Transient /incomprehensible -

Solver PimpleFoam

Velocity ratio a = cor/Uco 0< a < 3

Turbulence model k-w SST

Table 3. Boundary Conditions

Variables Inlet Outlet Cylinder

k 0.06 zeroGradient 0

omega 0.0067 SinternalField SinternalField

P zeroGradient fixedValue, uniform= 0 zeroGradient

U 1.562 m/s 0 0

The boundary conditions used in this simulation can be described in "Tab.3", where we can see specifically the
adjustments of selected factors for the turbulence model k-omega SST and also for the pressure and velocity components.
In the computational domain some areas have not changed for the variables (p, k, omega and U) and can be defined
boundary condition as: Top and Bottom= symmetryPlane, Back and Front = empty, how is described inthe "Fig.4".

When creating the geometry in OpenFOAM ®, the cylinder is in direct contact with the fluid and is in a turbulent
regime rotating counterclockwise. The geometry can be checked in "Fig.4" and has dimensions 20Dxl0Dx0.4D with the
cylinder center located in5D.
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Top = symmetryPlane

-!
Cylinder rotation speed co

Front and Back Face». Empty

5D 15 D

Bottom= symmetryPlane

Figure 4. Computational Domain.

As the simulation is intwo 2D dimensions it is necessary to use dynamicmesh and after creating a cell-zone to be able
to define the boundary conditions on the faces of the regions, in order to create the Arbitrary Mesh Interface (AMI) that
allows the communication and movement of the rotating zone with the rest of the domain. The mesh settings used were
based on the work of "Lua, et al, 2018". some of the specifications are present in "Tab.l". Being necessaiy to use the
one-dimensional domain inthe direction normal to the surface, in this way we designate "empty" for the back and front
region.

As the resultswill be compared betweenfive meshes with different refinements, after the settings inthe blockMeshDict
and snappyHexMeshDict files we need to proceed to the refinement in the area around the cylinder, where the distinction
will be made betweenthe number of cells and inthe belt zone by accessing the (AMI) and grantedpermission to configure
the rotating zone through dynamicMeshDict. As our geometry is being made in two dimensions, we have to access
snappyHexMeshDict, which is used for refinement in 3D meshes, this results ina cell in the z direction, so the necessary
readjustment can be done with the help of extrudeMeshDict.

2.3 MESH CARATERISTICS AND MATH

After this process of creating and refining the mesh using extrudeMeshDict, it is possible to visualize the surface
using the ParaView® tool that illustrates the images of the computational domain as shown in "Fig.5". In(b) shows more
closely the level of refinement of mesh, and it is observed that around the ellipse in the rotating zone the degree of
refinement is greater than in the rest of the mesh, this derives from the concept that the more refined the mesh the more
accurate are your results, (d) shows the mesh of the complete domain illustratedby the program

Sffissi
[jjj'Himjp fx;

ill!
il

(a) Faces of the cylinder
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(b) Enlargedrotating zone (c) Rotating zone without faces

(d) Mesh from the computational domain

Figure 5. Mesh illustration

After the meshes were refined, each one ended up showing some different characteristics, although some have the
same total number of cells, the results obtained are slightly different due to the level of refinement of each mesh.

"Table 4" shows the geometric characteristics of the meshes as well as their order of refinement in ascending order
starting with mesh I.

Table 4. Analysis of mesh geometry

Mesh 1 11 111 IV V

Cells 12225 16889 16889 29247 29247

Flexahedral 11826 16397 16397 28607 28607

Prisms 108 136 136 176 176

Polyhedric 291 356 356 464 464

The turbulence model chosen was k-omega SST is a two-equation eddy-viscosity model which has become very
popular, so the most suitable solver for the simulation is PimpleFoam, full descriptions to the "Eq. (5)" and "Eq. (6)" can
be found on the CFD-Onlineforum. As previously mentioned, the variable TimeStep was defined and for a temporal
discretization of an implicit first order method it was chosen (Euler), the initial mesh was based on the work of "Lua, et
dl, (2018) As our objective is to analyze the cd/cl ratio for turbulent flow, the equations below are used to help the
calculation:

The drag and lift coefficients have been defined by the equations:

(3)

c- = M
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The equation for the turbulence model k-omega SST is represent for:

3oi 3w _ c?oj
+ Uÿ=0C5 +-dt

dk

dt

ÕX:

da>
(v + oMvt)—

13k 3co
+ 2(1- Ft)aM2 —

co3xj3xj

dk 3
+ ife= Pfc - /5-feco + i/j—1 dx<"V "aj

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

dk
V + CTkVt)fc

(5)

(6)

The following graphs in"Fig.6" more appropriately show the drag coefficients -cd and lift -cl, they are arranged in
ascending order starting with the cl of mesh I,cd of meshIand so on. It can be observed in the "Fig.7" that between the
coefficients ofmeshIto IIIthere are some small changes, that is, the refinement of the meshhad an effect on the precision
of the results, when we observe mesh IV, we see that the coefficients do not undergo any specific change mainly in the
cd, this is due to the fact that for this study from mesh IIIonwards, the refinement level is not enough to change the mesh.
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Figure 6. Results for cl and cd.
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-1,00
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A cl med X cd med

A A

-1,50

-2,00
I II III IV V

Mesh

Figure 7. Mediumvalue for the lift and drag force.

We can see inthe "Fig.7" that the average coefficients have some peaks inrelation to the others, this is because each
mesh has a different level of refinement, which causes some variations inthe results. However,when the mesh IVand V
is observed, the results do not undergo practically any change, even with the flow in turbulent regime it still manages to
remain stable and with some linear coefficients.

Meshes
Cd máx

Figure 8. Relation forces cd/cl.

The graph of the relationship between cd/cl in"Fig.8" visually shows the average and maximumcoefficients obtained
for each mesh used in the flow in this simulation, we can observe that the el max. has a growth peak from mesh III, and
that the lift is always higher than the drag force, thus providinga goodresult for the simulation. Inthe relationship between
the lift force and the drag force we see that the maximum lift remains greater than the drag, this shows that it was possible
to validate the turbulent flow for the study of forces and the relationship to the average lift coefficient that increased
atypically with increasingmeshrefinement. The average lift value kept some negative values but as the cylinder is rotating
counterclockwise this was to be expected.

From the data, we can also obtain images of the flow velocity field through the ParaView software, as mentioned
above, and with it we can see the behavior of the vortices and how they behave over time, as shown in"Fig.9-11". Inthe
cylinder, the vortex generation is continuous, but the pattern changes when the aspect ratio decreases during the interval
of (1- 0.25) it is this behavior that we see in the images obtained with ParaView where all velocity fields have a = 0.5.
The "Figure 9" we see that the motion of the vortices remains in a constant motion during the 2 s of the simulation in
which the aspect ratio of the cylinder remains stable at a/b = 1, in "Fig.10" where the variation of the aspect ratio for a/b
=0.5 it isnoticedthat the pressure areas change and the vortices no longer remainwith stable behavior, the same behavior
is shown by the cylinder with the aspect ratio is a/b = 0.25 "Fig.11".

The distribution of pressure areas changes due to the aspect ratio variation, there is a pressure drop at the top of the
cylinder and it increases linearly inrelation to the aspect ratio decrease, so we can see that the lift inthe cylinder increases
depending on the angle at which it is located and that the effect of rotation causes it to suffer peaks and drops, showing
the influences that the a/b ratio has on the flow.
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a) Time: 1.3 s (b) Time: 2 s

Figure 9. Velocity fields: a = 0.5, a/b = 1. (Autor 2022)

(c) Time: 1.3 s (d) Time: 2 s

Figure 10. Velocity fields: a =0.5, a/b = 0.5. (Autor 2022)

U Magnitude

(e) Time: 1.3 s (f) Time: 2 s ÿ
Figure 11. Velocity fields: a = 0.5, a/b = 0.25. (Autor 2022)

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, turbulent, incompressible and transient air flow is simulated inside a two-dimensional domain it is
possible to observe that the level of mesh refinement directly influences the peak points obtained from the lift and drag
coefficient, the results are satisfactory for the proposed study satisfactory because we can see an increase in lift and
between the average values, despite the flow around a rotating cylinder being turbulent does not represent a great
computational challenge, but the extreme refinement of a mesh do, in this way to improve the lift values it is necessary
that the flow be more studied mainly the flow area where the refinement of the mesh is done.

We can this conclude that as the main objective is the validation of the use of the lift force, it is currently possible,
although the refined mesh, at five different levels, has shown that the lift force has obtained a positive peak with values
above the maximum drag we can see that the lift is stronger, even though the average is still lower it becomes negative
due to the cylinder's rotation direction, validating the magnus effect inthe simulation and making the results satisfactory.

As a recommendation for future work, perhaps a more extreme level of refinement in the mesh is necessary even if
it requires a higher level of processing, according to Quadros, R.C, (2018). the two-dimensional models may have some
gaps in the analysis of results, so one would have to think also on various factors such as speed ratio and aspect ratio.
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